William V. O’Connor
T: +1 858 550 6002
woconnor@cooley.com

October 6, 2021
East Hampton Town Board
c/o Carole Brennan, Town Clerk
159 Pantigo Road
East Hampton, New York 11937
Re:

Montauk Airport

Dear East Hampton Town Board:
As requested, I am forwarding a memorandum from Cooley LLP regarding Prior Permission Required
(“PPR”) at Montauk Airport. Nothing in this memorandum should be construed as a waiver of attorneyclient privilege with respect to legal matters for which we have been requested to provide you with advice.
To be clear, the HMMH draft diversion study does not rely on or make assumptions regarding the
discretionary exercise of PPR authority by the private airport sponsor at Montauk Airport. In other words,
the study assumes that any request for permission to use Montauk Airport will be granted, provided the
proposed operation complies with aviation safety and regulatory requirements.
Montauk Airport has considerable discretion and authority to require prior permission to use the airport. To
the extent stakeholders are concerned about diversion to Montauk Airport as a result of closure or
modification of the East Hampton Airport, those concerns can be addressed directly with the ownership of
Montauk Airport, in combination with the Town Board’s careful efforts to address diversion more generally
on behalf of all Town residents. Additionally, the Town retains considerable land-use, permitting and zoning
authority to regulate any proposed development or increase in commercial use at Montauk
Airport. Therefore, the Town could exercise its statutory zoning and planning review authority to scrutinize
all potential environmental impacts and impose appropriate mitigation, to fully protect the Montauk
community.
Sincerely,

William V. O’Connor
Attachment:

Memorandum from Cooley LLP regarding Prior Permission Required (“PPR”) at Montauk
Airport
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Cooley LLP 4401 Eastgate Mall San Diego, CA 92121-1909
t: +1 858 550 6000 f: +1 858 550-6420 cooley.com

Memorandum
To:

Town of East Hampton; John Jilnicki

From:

Cooley LLP

Date:

October 6, 2021

Re:

Prior Permission Required

Montauk Airport is a privately owned, public use airport. The most current Airport/Facility Directory
published by the FAA, under the section entitled “Airport Remarks,” states that the airport is “PPR”—prior
permission required—for helicopters and jet aircraft. It also, separately, requires that “helicopters call for
prior permission to land on ramp area.” An excerpt of the pertinent FAA publication is set forth below:

According to the FAA, “Prior Permission Required (PPR) means prior permission required to have full
operational use of a runway, taxiway, apron, or airport facility/service. Means of communication to the
airport can be telephone and/or radio.” Put differently, PPR rules allow an airport to dictate who uses the
airport, when that use occurs, and the extent of such use.
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The FAA publication excerpted above states that Montauk Airport is PPR for helicopters:

Similarly, Montauk Airport is PPR for jets:

Additionally, Montauk Airport is PPR for helicopters wishing to land on the ramp:

Taken together, this means that, according to the FAA, the airport sponsor has the ability to dictate if, when,
and how helicopters use Montauk Airport; if, when, and how jet aircraft use Montauk Airport; and, assuming
helicopters are permitted, whether helicopters can land at the ramp area.
We do not know when these PPR rules were put into place, nor do we know if they have ever been enforced
or challenged. It is our understanding that Montauk Airport accepted federal grant money in 2008 which
would oblige it to follow certain grant assurances set forth by the FAA. The exact terms of that agreement
is unknown. There is a possibility that the grant assurances could impact some or all of the PPR rules.
Also, to the extent Montauk Airport is required to comply with the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990
(“ANCA”), it is unclear whether ANCA would impact or otherwise affect Montauk Airport’s ability to enforce
its PPR rules. ANCA contains exceptions for noise or access restrictions that pre-date the time at which the
Airport becomes subject to ANCA. Montauk Airport’s PPR could be grandfathered and thus enforceable,
which would be consistent with the most recent FAA publication (set forth above) stating that all helicopter
and jet aircraft are subject to PPR at Montauk Airport.
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The recent diversion feasibility study prepared by HMMH notes that Montauk Airport operates under PPR
rules, but it did not assume any operations would be denied under the PPR rules when determining the
feasibility of operations. Therefore, the numbers set forth in the HMMH diversion feasibility study would
only go down (i.e., less operations) if Montauk Airport enforces its PPR.
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